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EDUCATIONAL TRIPS

We are your education partners not just travel

A complete travel directory for Indian sub-continent offering immersive,
experiential and active holidays, guiding discerning travelers to exhilarating
holidays.
Triponary is one of its kind in the country where we go beyond trips to facilitate
✓ Leisure traveler Holiday aspirations
✓ Corporates planning business with fun
✓ Educational Institutions looking for Out of classroom learning
✓ Adventure enthusiasts seeking thrill
Triponary envisions to transform planning and experiential quotient for people
visiting Indian destinations. Our endeavor is to facilitate ‘true India experience in
secured system, facilities and services’.
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Why Triponary Educational Trips
We make your kids experience real life education
Our specialized programs prepare students for the challenges of
life, arming them with an in-depth exploration and hands on
experience. We believe each student deserves an experience of
educational travel, which is why we always offer best pricing and
more value adds.

Triponary researched and carried varied discussions with key stakeholders for devising
the structure on 4 pillars to give meaningful experience and education in the Out of
classroom learning process.
❖ We consult with Academicians, professionals, Students and Educational consultants to
create these four pillars for students to inculcate in their education.
❖ Triponary offers unique programs for students as we believe that each child in nascent
stage of learning deserves an Out of Classroom learning experience.
❖ Apart from the tailor-made programs we will offer unique programs to students,
preparing them for challenges of life, future professions and recognizing their calling and
potential.
❖ Hundreds of destinations, endless possibilities have been studied and explored to show
students the world differently. Our program specialist will work with School faculties to
align curriculum with educational tours & activities delivering the right program.

Triponary offers unique programs for students as we believe that each child in
nascent stage of learning deserves an Out of Classroom learning experience.
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✓ Leadership Building Programs for budding future
Leaders and team players. These leadership
program provides the environment and training to
help students realize their full potential.
✓ It is done at outdoor classrooms in remote
wilderness areas with powerful authentic
experiences. We are committed to wilderness,
education, leadership development, safety,
community service and excellence.
✓ These camps focus on physical and mental abilities
and are a fantastic experience for students to get
to know their strengths as well as of those on their
team.

Our Specialized
Experiences
Leadership & Personality Development Camps
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OUR FOCUS
We aim to create society & future minds
Project based learning Trips

NO.1 EUDUCATIONAL
CAMPING TRIP
ORGANIZERS IN INDIA

We help students to explore beyond books and
syllabus. These trips are designed to enhance the
observation, attention, exploratory and analytical
skills. The trips help students to develop passion
for research and in-depth understanding of their
favourite subject. The most popular trips are
Cultural heritage, Natural Heritage, History ,
Biodiversity trips, Geography trips, Oceanography
& Marine conservation trips, Wildlife and off
course Adventure Camps.

Hobby to Passion Retreats
Triponary helps the young minds to explore their
minds for creative persuit. This is an endeavor to
promote skillful Hobbies and creative development
of Students. The camps are meticulously planned
with experts to ensure learning step by step with
subject matter experts. The most popular camps
are Birding camps, Camp Kidfest, Photography
Camps, Wildlife Camps, Creative writing Retreat,
Art & craft Retreat and Performing Arts Retreat.
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Hobby to Passion Retreats
Triponary helps the young minds to explore their minds for creative persuit.
This is an endeavor to promote skillful Hobbies and creative development of
Students. The camps are meticulously planned with experts to ensure
learning step by step with subject matter experts. The most popular camps
are Birding camps, Camp Kidfest, Photography Camps, Wildlife Camps,
Creative writing Retreat, Art & craft Retreat and Performing Arts Retreat.

Career Orientation Trips
Career orientation and exposure trips are experiences that helps the
student to take an informed decision about future. Travel with purpose
helps students to ignite their ambition and inspires them to make dreams a
reality. Students gain first hand experience of usual and unusual career
streams they can choose to pursue in life. Explore the Institutes, Academic
courses, Industries and much more on these trips. These trips will help
students to understand their passion, defining career goals and carve future
path. Ignite your ambition and fire you aspirations by visiting top
Educational Institutions, celebrated Industries, Career workshops and much
more with our Career Orientation Trips.

Triponary Community Service Camp
Gain insights into the challenges of the community, life and culture of locals
and understand issues faced by communities on day to day basis. Under
expert field directors gain the necessary experience and credit points to help
your career goals. Our partner NGO’s make sure that the contribution and
associations of students with their live projects are meaningful and motivates
them to bring about change.
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We Follow
We aim to create society & future minds

I E S
Triponary Educational Trips
NO.1 EUDUCATIONAL
CAMPING TRIP
ORGANIZERS

We follows simple educational philosophy of
activating quicker learning with visual and sensory
experiences. The trips ensure free flow of thoughts
and ideas to enhance creative abilities. Learning
by doing allows practical learning through new
experience helping student to retain knowledge for
longer time.

INTERACTIVE
EXPERT GUIDED

SAFE
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Why choose to travel with us
Your safety is our priority

01

Trained & certified First Aid
& CPR team

Experiential Learning
with Fun
One Stop Solution with
Local Connect
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Emphasizes on sustainability &
sensitivity towards Environment &
Local communities

Curricula linking to Project
based learning
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Expert trip leaders, subject
matter experts from most
esteemed Institutions

Adventure & Activity based
travel specialist
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Triponary
ADVENTURE TRAVEL
Triponary envisions to transform planning and experiential
quotient for people visiting Indian destinations. Our endevour
is to facilitate ‘true India experience in secured system,
facilities and services’.

We will make you a
team

We are same like
home but in nature

We help you to
understand your
vison

We will share
experience with you

We will understand
you

We will show you
the path

Active
Immersive
Experiential
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KIDFEST

KIDFEST
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❖ A unique fest is built around the literary and cerebral
development of students. An attempt to enliven young
minds and trigger imaginations to inculcate habit of reading,
writing and articulating.
❖ The planned activities will help bring about a change in the
mindset of students towards literature, creative writing and
exploring knowledge beyond stipulated curricula.

KIDFEST

❖ The fest is held in the premises of school for two days the
school gets converted into a creative retreat and students
enjoy participation in various workshops and sessions
enriching their young minds.

KIDFEST

❖ The lead-up to kidfest will be 1 month exercise involving
school faculty and specialists. This will culminate into two
day excusive event wherein talent from all over India will be
invited to share metier with students teacher and parents
(optional).
❖ The fun, interactive workshops by leading talent, NGO’s,
SALT(Society for Arts & literature) committed to betterment
of students would be at the premises to lead the effort.

❖ The fest ends with felicitations, awards and rewards for
students as well as teachers for making all positive efforts.
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We love doing these

We just don’t make you travel arrangements but educate your kids as well

+Second

+Third

+First
Outdoor activities like Hiking, Rock Climbing,
Orienteering, Jungle Walk, etc. have been largely used for
the purpose of recreation and exploration. These
activities leave their great impact not just on body, but
also on the mind of the participating peoples.

College Trips
+Fourth

Confidence is what the need of all the students irrespective
of age. Through the use of physically and mentally
challenging Climbing Wall individuals learn how to better
work together as a team with a common goal with
confidence.

School Educational trips

We do everything that words with Travel, Trips, Holidays

In Trekking Camp we add little Jungle trekking (or more if
group demands) where participant will have to walk along
the river or in the forest, get acquainted with the flora &
fauna. They take lunch in the jungle and understand the
local geography and the importance of Water, Wood and
Trees.

School Camping
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FLAGSHIP TRIPS

Leaders also need some time out

✓ Leadership Boot Camp
✓ Marine Conservation
✓ Wildlife Conservation
✓ Biodiversity at Ladakh
✓ Career Orientation, Dehradun
✓ Biodiversity at Jaisalmer
❖ INTERACTIVE
❖ SAFE
❖ EXPERT GUIDED
FIND MORE
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All
Round
Development
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Experiential
Learning with
Fun

Your safety is
our priority
Trained &
certified First
Aid & CPR
team

Emphasizes
on
sustainability
& sensitivity
towards
Environment
& Local
communities

Curricula linking
to Project based
learning

Expert trip
leaders,
subject matter
experts from
most esteemed
Institutions

Adventure &
Activity based
travel
specialist

One Stop Solution
with Local
Connect
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ABOUT Triponary
We are Triponary

Our Offering

Triponary is a complete travel dictionary for Indian sub-continent offering
expert guided trips showcasing the thrills of adventure and exhilaration.
Triponary is located in national capitol of India, New Delhi and is a fullfledged experiential trips dictionary. The trips offer more than travel, they
offer unparalleled immersive experience to the trippers.

Triponary offers out of classroom learning trips for students with idea to
promote experiential and skillful learning. The experts guide student to learn
life skills and help personality development beyond curricula and text books.
Triponary corporate offsite team helps infusing life to the stressed and
fatigued teams. Our team of experts design engaging trips to rejuvenate
corporate teams and employees.

Triponary offers multi activities like trekking, hiking, water sports, cycling
expeditions, biking, Aero sports, self drive trips to adventure seekers. The
active family trips in nature parks, wildlife sanctuaries, hiking and camping
in mountains give unique experience and bonding. The unique day trips in
City are full of fun, memories and selfies.
The Triponary team with its experienced destination experts curate trips and
activities in the region suiting your holiday aspiration and dreams. Our team
brings credibility and transparency to the trippers. All the trips are designed
keeping in mind safety measures without compromising on the fun quotient.
Triponary customized trips are designed as per your budget and trip
inspiration.

Triponary offers seasoned and trained guides and trip leaders with in depth
knowledge of destinations and facilitate memorable and authentic
experience. Let the team Triponary help you curate pleasurable and
memorable trip for you. The team Triponary offers luxury, budget and
backpacking trips options as per your need connect to plan your personal
trip, corporate retreat or family reunions with us.

• School Educational Camping Trips
• College offsite campings
• Corportate trips and Offsite
• We do i.e with Trips, Holidays
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Team

Chief Educators & Team leads

Abhishek Kankan
An Exemplary decorated Naval officer, summited
Mt. Everest. A TEDx speaker & noted outbound
training expert.

K.S.Bashera
A decorated special forces officer, a man with grit
& valour. He is a man to be reckoned in Aero sports
& mountaineering. He is a renowned name in
Outdoor training & developing skill set

Nupur Singh (CEO & Director)
A strategic level marketing
professional from Corporate
world Instrumental in leading &
nurturing large teams with
aplomb. Nurturing talent &
engaging young minds is her
passion.
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Team

Chief Mentors

Sumesh Mangalsary
A noted Environmentalist from International Green
peace association. He is a TEDx speaker & noted
Social Enterprise training expert.

Chandrika Yadav
An academician, with teaching experience of 20
years in India and US Universities.

Puneetinder Kaur Sidhu
A celebrated writer, blogger with lonely planet.
Founder member of NGO SALT.

Dr. Kulwant Yogi
An excellent Yogi with expertise in finding balance
with yogic insights to heal unresolved emotions and
rediscover core strengths and values.

Puneeta Singh
A student career counselor par excellence. She is
founder member of NGO-SAATHI, helaping
underprivileged students to attain education
dreams.

OUR OBJECTIVE
Your great subtitle in this line

TEAM WORK

SUCCESS
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CREATIVE

FAST SUPPORT

We help building
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better Person for tomorrow

Motivation

Personality

Solution

Education that you get in nature

Education
Travel

Home

Vision

Vision

We would love to discuss your requirements and what we can offer to your student group!

Goals And Objectives
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Strengths

Opportunities

Weakness

Threats

S

O

W
T
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Future of Education
Creating Global Learning experiences complimenting Traditional Education System to prepare FUTURE READY YOUTH

‘I E S’ ENABLED OUT OF CLASSROOM EDUCATION

We Work for you
CONNECT

+919810801800 +919654071157
+918178665723
Email us -

schools@triponary.com
info@triponary.com

www.triponary.com
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We would be happy to help with detailed itinerary and planning of your school trips.
Feel free to connect with us plan the logistics and trip as per your requirements, time and group size.
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WANT MORE

